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Modernist Cuisine: the Art and Science of Cooking Spanish Edition
Where Flavor Was Born
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cuisine at Home
One of Smithsonian Magazine's Ten Best Food Books of the Year A revolutionary new guide to pairing ingredients, based on a famous chef's
groundbreaking research into the chemical basis of flavor As an instructor at one of the world's top culinary schools, James Briscione thought he knew how
to mix and match ingredients. Then he met IBM Watson. Working with the supercomputer to turn big data into delicious recipes, Briscione realized that he
(like most chefs) knew next to nothing about why different foods taste good together. That epiphany launched him on a quest to understand the molecular
basis of flavor--and it led, in time, to The Flavor Matrix. A groundbreaking ingredient-pairing guide, The Flavor Matrix shows how science can unlock
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unheard-of possibilities for combining foods into astonishingly inventive dishes. Briscione distills chemical analyses of different ingredients into easy-touse infographics, and presents mind-blowing recipes that he's created with them. The result of intensive research and incredible creativity in the kitchen,
The Flavor Matrix is a must-have for home cooks and professional chefs alike: the only flavor-pairing manual anyone will ever need.

Modernist Cuisine
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Institut Paul Bocuse Gastronomique
Modernist Cuisine: The Art and Science of Cooking is an encyclopedic treatment of cooking. Its six volumes of 2,438 pages explore the history of cuisine
and explain the science of cooking in a way that's accessible to both professional chefs and home cooks. Created by a team of scientists, chefs, editors, and
writers, these volumes explore research spanning the field of culinary science, with careful attention to practicality and applicability in the kitchen. Through
gorgeous illustrations and otherworldly techniques, this set will inspire you to innovate in your own kitchen.

The Elements of Dessert
"Making good bread is both an art and a science--Modernist Bread is a 2,642-page celebration of that and more, including bread's future. The culmination
of over four years of nonstop research, photography, experiments, writing, and baking, Modernist Bread isn't just about new recipes, though--it's about the
way we think of bread from the ground up. In the space of five volumes plus a recipe manual, this groundbreaking set tells the story of one of the world's
most important foods in new and different ways. Inside this book you'll discover the science, history, cultures, and personalities behind bread, along with
tools you can use to shape its future. Learn what really happens when dough is mixed, new techniques for working with preferments, strategies for making
bread in any kind of oven, and innovative approaches to developing flavor--all through more than 1,200 recipes and variations to master and
inspire."--Publisher's web site.

Modernist Cuisine
Modernist Cuisine: Kitchen manual
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The perfect guide for professional chefs in training and aspiring amateurs, this fully illustrated, comprehensive step-by-step manual covers all aspects of
preparing, cooking and serving delicious, high-end food. An authoritative, unique reference book, it covers 250 core techniques in extensive, ultra-clear stepby-step photographs. These techniques are then put into practice in 70 classic and contemporary recipes, designed by chefs. With over 1,800 photographs in
total, this astonishing reference work is the essential culinary bible for any serious cook, professional or amateur.

Modernist Cuisine: Techniques and equipment
An exploration of the philosophy and food that come together in Thierry Marx's cuisine, with hundreds of color photographs and recipes.

Modernist Cuisine: the Art and Science of Cooking (Chinese Edition)
Scope and content: An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and
accomplished cooks in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors
and their 20 person team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and
ingredients such as hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes

Molecular Gastronomy
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cooking Made Easy: Getting Started
Scope and content: An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and
accomplished cooks in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors
and their 20 person team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and
ingredients such as hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes

The Breath of a Wok
Revealing the techniques used for preparing food which ranges from the otherworldly to the sublime, 'Modern Cuisine' is a six-volume guide for anyone
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who is passionate about the art and science of cooking.

Modernist Cuisine Stainless Steel Slipcase
Award-winning author Grace Young celebrates and demystifies the art of wok cooking for the Western home cook. When Grace Young was a child, her
father instilled in her a lasting appreciation of wok hay, the highly prized but elusive taste that food achieves when properly stir-fried in a wok. As an adult,
Young aspired to create that taste in her own kitchen. Grace Young's quest to master wok cooking led her throughout the United States, Hong Kong, and
mainland China. Along with award-winning photographer Alan Richardson, Young sought the advice of home cooks, professional chefs, and esteemed
culinary teachers like Cecilia Chiang, Florence Lin, and Ken Hom. Their instructions, stories, and recipes, gathered in this richly designed and illustrated
volume, offer not only expert lessons in the art of wok cooking, but also capture a beautiful and timeless way of life. With its emphasis on cooking with all
the senses, The Breath of a Wok brings the techniques and flavors of old-world wok cooking into today's kitchen, enabling anyone to stir-fry with wok hay.
IACP award-winner Young details the fundamentals of selecting, seasoning, and caring for a wok, as well as the range of the wok's uses; this surprisingly
inexpensive utensil serves as the ultimate multipurpose kitchen tool. The 125 recipes are a testament to the versatility of the wok, with stir-fried, smoked,
pan-fried, braised, boiled, poached, steamed, and deep-fried dishes that include not only the classics of wok cooking, like Kung Pao Chicken and Moo Shoo
Pork, but also unusual dishes like Sizzling Pepper and Salt Shrimp, Three Teacup Chicken, and Scallion and Ginger Lo Mein. Young's elegant prose and
Richardson's extraordinary photographs create a unique and unforgettable picture of artisan wok makers in mainland China, street markets in Hong Kong,
and a "wok-a-thon" in which Young's family of aunties, uncles, and cousins cooks together in a lively exchange of recipes and stories. A visit with author
Amy Tan also becomes a family event when Tan and her sisters prepare New Year's dumplings. Additionally, there are menus for family-style meals and
for Chinese New Year festivities, an illustrated glossary, and a source guide to purchasing ingredients, woks, and accessories. Written with the intimacy of
a memoir and the immediacy of a travelogue, this recipe-rich volume is a celebration of cultural and culinary delights.

The Flavor Matrix
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cuisine
Shares the core concepts and techniques of desserts, focusing on flavor combinations, basic pastry methods, and principles of dessert and menu
composition.
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Modernist cuisine : the art and science of cooking. 2. Techniques and equipment
Modernist cuisine : the art and science of cooking. 5. Plated-dish recipes
Molecular Gastronomy: Scientific Cuisine Demystified
Modernist Cuisine: Plated-dish recipies
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cuisine
Health Care Administration: Managing Organized Delivery Systems, Fifth Edition provides graduate and pre-professional students with a comprehensive,
detailed overview of the numerous facets of the modern healthcare system, focusing on functions and operations at both the corporate and hospital level.
The Fifth Edition of this authoritative text comprises several new subjects, including new chapters on patient safety and ambulatory care center design and
planning. Other updated topics include healthcare information systems, management of nursing systems, labor and employment law, and financial
management, as well discussions on current healthcare policy in the United States. Health Care Administration: Managing Organized Delivery Systems,
Fifth Edition continues to be one of the most effective teaching texts in the field, addressing operational, technical and organizational matters along with the
day-to-day responsibilities of hospital administrators. Broad in scope, this essential text has now evolved to offer the most up-to-date, comprehensive
treatment of the organizational functions of today's complex and ever-changing healthcare delivery system.

The Photography of Modernist Cuisine
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.
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Modernist Cuisine
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cuisine: History and fundamentals; Vol. 2 : Techniques and equipment; Vol. 3 : Animals and plants; Vol. 4 :
Ingredients and preparations; Vol. 5 : Plated-dish recipes; Vol. 6 : Kitchen manual
The Photography of Modernist Cuisine is a feast for the eyes that serves up the beauty of food through innovative and striking photography. In the team's
newest book, simple ingredients, eclectic dishes, and the dynamic phenomena at work in the kitchen are transformed into vivid, arresting art in 300 giant
images. Hundreds of jaw-dropping photographs include some of the most amazing images from Modernist Cuisine and Modernist Cuisine at Home as well
as many new and unpublished photos. The Photography of Modernist Cuisine also takes you into The Cooking Lab's revolutionary kitchen and its photo
studio on a visual tour that reveals the special equipment and techniques the Modernist Cuisine team uses to create its culinary inventions and spectacular
images. Aspiring photographers will find useful tips on how to frame and shoot their own professional-quality photographs of food in both the restaurant
and the home.

Taste Buds and Molecules
"If Catalan superchef Ferran Adria is the leading missionary of molecular gastronomy, Mr. Chartier is his counterpart with a corkscrew."—Globe and Mail
This award-winning book, now available for the first time in English in the U.S., presents a cutting-edge approach to food and wine pairing. Sommelier
Francois Chartier has spent the better part of two decades collaborating with top scientists and chefs to map out the aromatic molecules that give foods and
wines their flavor. Armed with the results of his extensive research, Chartier has been able to identify why certain foods and wines work well together at a
molecular level. In this book, he has gathered his findings into a simple set of principles that explain how to create ideal harmonies in food and wine
pairings. This new approach to the art and science of food and wine pairing will be an invaluable resource for sommeliers, chefs, and wine enthusiasts, as
well as a fascinating read for anyone who is interested in the principles of modernist or "molecular" cuisine. The Canadian edition of Taste Buds and
Molecules was a 2011 IACP Award nominee, and the original French-language edition, Papilles et Molecules, was named the Best Cookbook in the World
in the category of Innovation at the 2010 Paris World Cookbook Awards, and also won the 2010 Gourmand Award for Canada for Best Design. The book
includes a foreword by Juli Soler and Ferran Adria of El Bulli, who worked closely with Chartier in planning the menus at their renowned restaurant.

Modernist Bread
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In this enormous, beautiful book, we hear the full story of themeteoric rise of Heston Blumenthal and The Fat Duck, birthplace ofsnail porridge and baconand-egg ice cream, and encounter the passion,perfection and weird science behind the man and the restaurant. HestonBlumenthal is widely acknowledged
to be a genius, and The Fat Duck hastwice been voted the Best Restaurant in the World by a peer group oftop chefs. But he is entirely self-taught, and the
story of hisrestaurant has broken every rule in the book. His success has beenborne out of his pure obsession, endless invention and a childishcuriosity into
how things work- whether it's how smell affectstaste, what different flavours mean to us on a biological level, or howtemperature is distributed in the centre
of a soufflé. In the first section of The Big Fat Duck Cookbook,we learn the history of the restaurant, from its humble beginnings toits third Michelin star
(the day Heston received the news of this hehad been wondering how exactly he would be able to pay his staff thatmonth). Next we meet 50 of his signature
recipes - sardine on toastsorbet, salmon poached with liquorice, hot and iced tea, chocolate wine- which, while challenging for anyone not equipped with
ice baths,dehydrators, vacuum pumps and nitrogen on tap, will inspire home cooksand chefs alike. Finally, we hear from the experts whose scientificknowhow has contributed to Heston's topsy-turvy world, on subjects asdiverse as synaesthesia, creaminess and flavour expectation. Withan introduction by
Harold McGee, incredible colour photographsthroughout, illustrations by Dave McKean, multiple ribbons, real clothbinding and a gorgeous slip case, The
Big Fat Duck Cookbookisnot only the nearest thing to an autobiography from the world's mostfascinating chef, but also a stunning, colourful and joyous
work ofart.

Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat
“Taking kitchen science to a whole new (molecular) level, Hervé This is changing the way France---and the world—cooks.”—Gourmet Bringing the
instruments and experimental techniques of the laboratory into the kitchen, Hervé This—international celebrity and founder of molecular gastronomy—uses
recent research in the chemistry, physics, and biology of food to challenge traditional ideas about cooking and eating. What he discovers will entertain,
instruct, and intrigue cooks, gourmets, and scientists alike. Molecular Gastronomy is filled with practical tips, provocative suggestions, and penetrating
insights. This begins by reexamining and debunking a variety of time-honored rules and dictums about cooking and presents new and improved ways of
preparing a variety of dishes from quiches and quenelles to steak and hard-boiled eggs. Looking to the future, This imagines new cooking methods and
proposes novel dishes. A chocolate mousse without eggs? A flourless chocolate cake baked in the microwave? Molecular Gastronomy explains how to
make them. This also shows us how to cook perfect French fries, why a soufflé rises and falls, how long to cool champagne, when to season a steak, the
right way to cook pasta, how the shape of a wine glass affects the taste of wine, why chocolate turns white, and how salt modifies tastes. “A captivating
little book.”—Economist “This book, praiseworthy for its scientific rigor, will hold a special appeal for anyone who relishes the debunking of culinary
myths.”—Saveur “Will broaden the way you think about food.”—The New York Sun “A wonderful book . . . it will appeal to anyone with an interest in the
science of cooking.”—O Chef

Modernist cuisine : the art and science of cooking. 5. Plated-dish recipes
Are you interested in molecular gastronomy and modernist cooking but can't find any accessible information for getting started? Are you looking for an
easy to understand introduction to the techniques, ingredients, and recipes of modernist cooking? If you nodded your head "Yes" then this book was written
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for you! Modernist cooking is quickly gaining popularity in high end restaurants and working its way into home kitchens. However, there has been very
little accessible information about the techniques and ingredients used. This book aims to change that by presenting all the information you need to get to
get started with modernist cooking and molecular gastronomy. It is all presented in an easy to understand format, along with more than 80 example recipes,
that can be applied immediately in your kitchen. Modernist Cooking Made Easy: Getting Started covers popular modernist techniques like foams, gels, and
spherification as well as many of the ingredients including agar, xanthan gum, and sodium alginate. There are also more than 80 high quality, black and
white photographs providing a visual look at many of the recipes and techniques. What You Get in This Book: An in-depth look at many of the most
popular modernist ingredients such as xanthan gum, sodium alginate, carrageenan, and agar agar. A detailed exploration of modernist techniques like
spherification, gelling, foaming, thickening, and sous vide. More than 80 recipes for gels, foams, sauces, caviars, airs, syrups, gel noodles and
marshmallows. Directions for how to use modernist techniques and ingredients to make your everyday cooking more convenient. More than 400 sous vide
time and temperature combinations across 175 cuts of meat, types of fish and vegetables. If you want to get started with modernist cooking then this is the
book for you!

Modernist cuisine : the art and science of cooking. 1. History and fundamentals
An exotic array of nearly one hundred recipes reflects the finest cuisine to be found along the legendary spice route, from Zanzibar, to India, to Bali,
captures the culinary traditions of each region along the way, and offers a glossary of spices, source list, and lush full-color photography. 17,500 first
printing.

Modernist Cuisine. The Art and Science of Cooking
Scope and content: An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and
accomplished cooks in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors
and their 20 person team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and
ingredients such as hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes

Health Care Administration
Whether you've never picked up a knife or you're an accomplished chef, there are only four basic factors that determine how good your food will taste. Salt,
Fat, Acid, and Heat are the four cardinal directions of cooking, and they will guide you as you choose which ingredients to use and how to cook them, and
they will tell you why last minute adjustments will ensure that food tastes exactly as it should. This book will change the way you think about cooking and
eating, and help you find your bearings in any kitchen, with any ingredients, while cooking any meal. --

Planet Marx
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Scope and content: An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and
accomplished cooks in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors
and their 20 person team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and
ingredients such as hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes

Modernist Cuisine: The Art and Science of Cooking: History and Fundamentals
"This book focuses on cooking equipment, techniques, and recipes"--P. xvii.

Modernist Cuisine: Plated-dish recipes
Molecular Gastronomy: Scientific Cuisine Demystified aims to clarify and explain the fascinating world of molecular gastronomy. It offers the reader
crucial knowledge of key ingredients and provides fundamental step-by-step techniques for application. It provides a foundation for experimenting with
and, most importantly, understanding new and exciting ingredients and cooking techniques.

Modernist Cuisine: the Art and Science of Cooking Spanish Edition
Want to match your new Modernist Bread set with your Modernist Cuisine: The Art and Science of Cooking set? We have created a sleek stainless steel
case with two removable wedges for cover protection and easy reshelving. A wonderful new look for your library and/or kitchen. Slipcase and wedges only
(books not included).

Modernist Cuisine: Plated-dish recipes
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cuisine: History and fundamentals
An overview of the techniques of modern gastronomy. Nathan Myhrvold, Chris Young, and Maxime Bilet -- scientists, inventors, and accomplished cooks
in their own right -- have created a six-volume 2,400 page set that reveals science-inspired techniques for preparing food. The authors and their 20 person
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team at The Cooking Lab have achieved new flavors and textures by using tools such as water baths, homogenizers, centrifuges, and ingredients such as
hydrocolloids, emulsifiers, and enzymes.

Modernist Cuisine: Animals and plants
Modernist Cuisine: The Art and Science of Cooking is an encyclopedic treatment of cooking. Its six volumes of 2,438 pages explore the history of cuisine
and explain the science of cooking in a way that's accessible to both professional chefs and home cooks. Created by a team of scientists, chefs, editors, and
writers, these volumes explore research spanning the field of culinary science, with careful attention to practicality and applicability in the kitchen. Through
gorgeous illustrations and otherworldly techniques, this set will inspire you to innovate in your own kitchen.

Modernist cuisine : the art and science of cooking. 3. Animals and plants
The Big Fat Duck Cookbook
Revealing the techniques used for preparing food which ranges from the otherworldly to the sublime, 'Modern Cuisine' is a six-volume guide for anyone
who is passionate about the art and science of cooking.
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